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GRAECO-COPTICA: GREEK AND COPTIC CLAUSE PATTERNS

ANDREA HASZNOS

The subject of the present dissertation is language contact issues of Coptic and Greek. Coptic

scholarship is still quite far from having an agreement on how and where the Egyptian

language was affected by Greek. It is indeed an intriguing question whether outside of

loanwords Greek had any influence on Coptic.

After Alexander the Great had set foot on Egyptian soil, a long-lived bilingual situation came

into being, raising the issues of peoples in contact and languages in contact, and with the

arrival of Christian Greek texts and their translations, also “texts in contact“ (Ariel Shisha-

Halevy). The fact that Greek came ’from the above’ must never be forgotten when trying to

understand the motivations for its impact on the Egyptian language, the totally different nature

and ’genetics’ of the two languages is but a secondary factor.

The aim of the present paper is to make observations on syntax and stylistics in translated and

original Coptic literature, sifting out the syntactic patterns showing Greek influence in one or

both text groups, showing how certain patterns came to be used in Coptic clearly through

translations, and raising the question whether those syntactic influences which came to the

Egyptian language through the bilingual situation can be detected with certainty. With these

observations I would also like to help develop the criterium system needed to determine

whether a Coptic text was written in Coptic or Greek originally. In the present study, the final

clauses, consecutive clauses, object clauses/infinitive constructions after verbs of exhorting

and subject clauses/infinitive constructions will be examined from the point of view of

syntactic grecism in translations and in original Coptic texts.

Final Clauses

1. It may be asserted that the majority of the finals is expressed with the clause-with-

conjunction patterns jekas or je plus future 3 or future 2 in both translated and original text

types. The rate of final clause patterns vs. infinitive constructions is, however, considerably

different. The clauses with conjunction – disregarding now the clause conjugations and others

– are 69.66% of all finals in translations, and 50.83% in original texts. In original writings the

rate is even reversed with Shenoute and Theodore, who use more final infinitive constructions

than final clause patterns. This is obviously accounted for by the fact that in Greek i(/na–

clauses are in majority and by the Coptic translation technique which aimed at a very precise
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translation, translating patterns in many cases to follow the original as closely as possible. This

will be even more obvious in those syntactical positions where one would not expect a

jekas–clause at all.

Since the pressure of a Greek original is not present with Coptic authors (vs. translators), their

choice of pattern is different and the e plus infinitive is more frequently used than in

translations; the final clause patterns are not in such majority. The final clause patterns are in

fact more characteristic of Greek, of which the clauses governed by conjunctions are very

typical and their system is especially subtle mainly in classical Attic, than of Egyptian where

the system of subordination, embedding, etc. is rather different, the language is rather sparing

in conjunctions and these, in turn, act quite differently from the Greek-type conjunctions and

convert the sentence into a clause rather than govern or determine it and its predicate in any

way. Without wishing to make structural analyses, I raise the question whether i(/na or o(/pwj

plus subjunctive and the jekas or je plus future 3 (or 2) clauses are identical on the structural

level. ’No’ would certainly be the answer of the structuralist colleagues, however, the surface

structure of the two is rather similar and that is a reason enough for the Coptic translators to

have a preference for their own Coptic clause-type rather than the infinitive when exactly a

clause-type was used in the Greek Vorlage. I suggest therefore that in the rise of the number of

final clause-with-conjunction patterns in Coptic, the interactions between Greek and Egyptian

played a significant role; at the same time I would like to emphasize the analytical tendence of

the Egyptian language development, which has its roots in pre-Greek times and undoubtedly

prepared the ground for the more extensive presence of clauses in the place of certain verb

forms – as even in Late Egyptian the final-prospective sDm=f existed and was used to express

purpose, in ’the place of’ a final clause; and this inner change of the language was later

interwoven with the bilingual situation and the Greek-dependent literacy.

It is worth mentioning that the conjunction jekas does not have a pre-Coptic predecessor;

considering all this, the e plus infinitive construction in the finals seems to be a more

’genuine’ Egyptian way of expressing purpose, whereas the clause pattern and its abundance

was urged by the translations. In this sense the xinas plus future 3 pattern, used in M, also

belongs here, displaying a further Greek influence, the use of the loanword.

2. Only in the translated Coptic texts do we find the e plus definite article plus infinitive

pattern, which was triggered by the ei)j to/ infinitive and even more by the proÜj to/ infinitive

patterns, thus enriching the palette of Coptic final patterns, which is again a stylistic influence
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on the language. For the time being, I assume that it is characteristic only of the translation

idiom of Coptic. Further research might confirm or refute that.

The widening of the range of Coptic final patterns is a linguistic influence of the Greek

language.

3.There are, however, considerable differences in the choice and preference of clause pattern

between translated versus original Coptic texts: the pattern most frequently used, and in fact in

overwhelming majority in the S NT is jekas plus future 3 – 79.14% of all final clauses,

whereas in the original text corpus the je plus future 3 is in majority, but even that is only

42.62% of all clauses (jekas plus future 3 is a mere 27.04%); future 3 and future 2 are used in

a less biased fashion, although future 3 is still in majority; so the choice between these clause

types seems much less rigid and regulated in the original literature. In S translations, jekas

plus future 3 seems to have developed as the par excellence final clause pattern, always at

hand when the Greek original had a i(/na (less frequently o(/pwj) plus subjunctive final clause

pattern.

This is a very strong stylistic influence on the Coptic writing which prevails in the S

translation idiom. Subsequently it most probably has an impact on Coptic as a whole as the

authors who started the original Coptic literature were ’raised on’ and ’lived in’ the language

of the Scriptures, translated from Greek. These are read intensively, learnt by heart and are

example-like for the monks who started to write in Coptic. That causes similarity between the

two text types: jekas-clauses are used extensively, in which translation literature might have

a role, but also the ’traditional’ e+infinitive construction is used, in the original more

frequently as there is no outside urge for the clause. Besides that, it is very possible that the

bilingual situation could have had such impacts on the language, but it is difficult to prove and

requires further study.

4. The jekas plus conjunctive pattern is typically a New Testament pattern, not found

frequently in original texts; this pattern is in close connection with word order, a clause is

interposed between conjunction and verb form (hence anacoluthon) which happens in the

Greek original, the Coptic translator following it. This pattern is then strongly Greek-

dependent and translation induced; where it occurs in original writings, it must be the imitation

of the NT idiom.

5. The strong dependence on the Greek pattern in translations is further shown by the study of

the future conjunctive. In Mt 23, 26 and Jn 9, 36 where the passage and the Greek i(/na–clause

pattern could be interpreted in an alternative way, in dialects M and L respectively the future
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conjunctive is applied to express the shade of meaning felt by the translator in the i(/na–clause.

The S versions follow strictly the pattern disregarding the possible interpretations. In the S text

of the studied corpus, the classical use of the future conjunctive is seen, the ”post-imperatival

apodotic form with a promissive overtone” (Ariel Shisha-Halevy), and it does not occur in

final positions; for example:

Mt 7,7

Greek: Ai)tei=te kaiÜ doqh/setai u)mi=n, zetei=te kaiÜ eu(rh/sete, krou/ete kaiÜ

a)noigh/setai u(mi=n.

S Coptic: aitei tarou+ nhtN. ¥ine taretetNqine. twxM tarouwn nhtN.

In Shenoute, on the other hand, this use of the future conjunctive is pushed into the

background by auw + future 1. In the original material analysed here, no ’final-suspicious’

future conjunctive occurs.

In conclusion, the future conjunctive has no final use in the analysed text material, the only

questionable case remains Jn 3, 17 in the L version.

6. The xws+circumstantial present pattern is born due to Greek influence because even the

introductory particle of the final participle was taken over in the translation.

7. Dialect M has more variety in its choice of pattern for the final. It applies jekes fut 3, je

fut 3, xinas fut 3, mhpote conj, mhpws conj, ¥ante, e+inf, e+article+inf,

preposition+noun, circumstantial present, conjunctive, future conjunctive, and perfect 1.

Dialect L also has slightly more variety than S: its use of the fut 2 after jekase and je is

more solid and frequent, and it applies the future conjunctive also. All this shows that dialect S

is the most regulated and standardized in its translation of the finals, its choice of pattern is

consistent and solid and always based on the Greek original (with some exceptions); it applies

a strict pattern-to-pattern translation technique, not giving individual interpretations to Greek

final patterns, not varying forms like M and L does occasionally.

Object Clauses after Verbs of Exhorting and Subject Clauses

1. The final clause pattern is used frequently as object and subject with certain verbs and

expressions in NT Greek, and the Coptic translations again follow the original very closely,

also applying the final clause pattern in these positions. Pattern-to-pattern translation is even

stronger than in the case of finals, with fewer ’deviations’, and more obvious because unlike

with finals, here such syntactic units are present which had not been characteristic of the
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language and are used basically only in translations. That is a marked stylistic impact on

Coptic.

2. That syntactical effect seems to leave original writings basically untouched, where the

regular pattern with these expressions is the infinitive construction. The phenomenon was

induced by translations, which subsequently did not quite influence Coptic authors in this case.

3. The transposition of the jekas–clause from an originally adverbial (final clause) status to a

nominal (object/subject) status is a Greek linguistic influence. The nominalized jekas–clause

appears and is used as object of certain verbs and as subject after certain expressions due to

translations from Greek. Not in any object or subject position though, the meaning is a

determining factor, the preceding verb or expression must imply an aim or purpose.

4. Further, the appearance of final clause patterns in object and subject position, that is the

pattern-to-pattern rather than sense-to-sense translation of such constructions, and thus the

introduction of a new syntactic pattern, raises the question of how ’natural’ were the Coptic

translations. The motivation for a pattern-to-pattern translation is the sacred nature of the text

whose language is considered inspired and sacred, thus has to be put into any other language

very precisely. It is a chosen technique, not some kind of incompetence in Coptic stylistics and

syntax, to copy the given Greek patterns; the translators knowingly create in many cases non-

Coptic-like but necessarily very Greek-like patterns, and thus sentences, in their texts. With

this very close translation of the sacred text of the New Testament, with all its syntactic

grecisms then, the Coptic text becomes marked and another sacred text with its sacred

language is born.

5. Dialect M has the most variation in the patterns after verbs of exhorting as well, i.e. it is the

most independent translation of the three. It deviates from the Greek pattern occasionally, and

also to a certain Greek pattern it has more than one solution, for example a i(/na–clause, while

also a clause in M, can be je future 3, jekes future 3, xinas future 3, or xinas conjunctive.

Again, S is the most standardized and has the most solid translation equivalents, does not vary

patterns, aims rather at a very close, pattern-to-pattern translation of the Greek.

6. In subject position, the M dialect does not apply the final clause pattern at all (neither

jekes/je, nor xinas-clauses), thus being closest to original Coptic writings among

translations; again proving to be the most independent of the Greek original.

Complementary/Epexegetic Clauses
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1. In the translated texts, all three dialects have very close pattern-to-pattern translations this

time, and they all use the final clause pattern in the majority of the cases when Greek has the

final clause. Dialect L has most variety in the final clause pattern now, dialect M varies the

xinas +conjunctive and the jekes+future 3 patterns, and S again is the most consistent and

pattern-strict using basically the jekas+future 3 pattern to translate Greek i(/na/o(/pwj

+subjunctives.

2. The xinas plus conjunctive pattern appears here as well, only in dialect M. It seems to be

used in M exclusively for object and complementary clauses expressing an aim, not for pure

final clauses.

3.The xwste e plus infinitive pattern occurs in translations, where the Greek original has it.

That is thus again a Greek syntactical influence, caused by the pattern-to-pattern translation

technique. In Greek it is originally a consecutive pattern, but as purpose and result are

sometimes mixed, that pattern is sometimes mixed with final patterns, even in places where

the syntactic position is not a real final or consecutive one, but an object or complementary

one. In the examined material the Coptic translators follow the pattern rather than the sense,

using the final clause pattern in non-final positions and using the consecutive pattern in non-

result and non-final but complementary positions.

4. Behind the appearance of the xwste e + infinitive pattern in complementary position in

original writings, Greek syntactical influence might be detected, it may be an example of the

stylistic influence the NT translations had on the original Coptic literature; another possibility

is naturally that the pattern was already part of the Coptic idiom through hellenization, thus

was used by both translators and authors. Its sole occurrence in Theodore does not seem to

support the latter possibility. The pattern is otherwise rather scarcely represented in the

examined corpus (both translated and original).

5. In original writings, the final clause patterns do not appear in complementary/epexegetic

position. The infinitive constructions are used in almost every case.

6. The appearance and extensive use of the final clause pattern in complementary/epexegetic

position only happens in translated Coptic in the examined text material; its use is again

translation induced.

7. The conjunctive in subject (expansion) and complementary position is not new, examples of

it can be seen already in Late Egyptian. In the examined text material rather few of these

conjunctives are present, but it occurs in both translated and original Coptic texts.
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Clauses/Infinitives of Result

1. Also in this case, Coptic has pattern-to-pattern translation in the examined NT books. In

fact, there is no deviation from the Greek pattern at all; the basic pattern is w(/ste + infinitive

in Greek, followed by Coptic; but when there is an indicative after w(/ste, the Coptic also

applies a conjugated verb form with time reference (perfect 1), when there is a final clause

pattern, the Coptic translates with one.

2. The appearance of the final clause pattern in translations is due to the Greek pattern and the

translation technique.

3. In translations, the final clause pattern in consecutives only appears when the Greek original

employs it; since the Greek uses it only with clauses of conceived result, in translated Coptic

only in clauses of conceived result do we find the final clause pattern. In original writings, a

clause of real result can have a final clause pattern occasionally.

4. Although the e+infinitive construction seems to be a proper way of expressing result, since

the Coptic authors employ it, in the translations this only occurs when the Greek original

employs an infinitive of result without w(/ste. That, together with the last point, results again

in a significant stylistic difference between translated and original Coptic writings. And again

shows the strong pattern-to-pattern translation technique.

5. In the case of the consecutives, original and translated literature use the same xwste

patterns, but the choice of infinitive / conjunctive is different: S translations use basically the

e+infinitive, only Nqi triggers a conjunctive with no difference in semantics, whereas in the

original writings there seems to be a system for using the conjunctive for real (has happened)

result and the e+infinitive for not real (not yet happened) result. The disappearance or lack of

such a system in the translations is Greek influence, because the translators imitated the Greek

pattern, w(/ste plus infinitive, which at that stage of the language was not in opposition with

another pattern based on the real/expected result distinction.

6. The very presence of the xwste consecutive patterns in both text types extensively, shows

that it is not translation induced. It may therefore be, most probably, part of the Coptic idiom

as a whole.

7. In the NT translations ¥ante is not used to translate a Greek consecutive form. In the

present material it only occurs as consecutive pattern in the original writings.
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8. All three dialects follow the Greek pattern in this case, no deviations occur even in M. This

is the only examined clause-type where this happens, and this shows well that this pattern was

an organic part of the language as a whole.

In the dissertation Greek syntactical influence on Coptic clauses is shown in the examined

clause types. Syntactical grecisms used only in translations and those typical of both translated

and original Coptic have been identified.

The term pattern-to-pattern translation has been introduced to Coptic New Testament

translations – especially S.

The nominalized jekas-clause has been identified, term introduced.


